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Nihametzianova K. R. Peculiarities of using learner-centered approach to teaching a foreign language the cadets
of military higher educational establishments

The article touches upon the points of using the learner-centered approach to teaching a foreign language the cadets, which
presupposes taking into account the entry level of knowledge and the speci c choice of the appropriate methods, means and
forms of teaching. It is proved that personally oriented instruction in a military institution of higher education requires correc-
tion of the content of education, forms and means of its implementation. The content component of the educational process must
cover everything the cadet needs to form and develop his personality, to form his professional competences. In the domestic
practice of training military specialists, collective and group classes are still considered to be the optimal form of organization
of the educational process. Organization of a person-oriented approach to learning a foreign language involves modeling life
situations, the use of role games, a general solution to the problem on the basis of an analysis of circumstances and the relevant
situation. Such an approach allows to use the split-level tasks and exercises, that encourage forming the conscious acquisition
of a foreign language by a military man.

Key words: foreign language, cadet, specialist, approach, modelling, productive exercises, level of application of knowl-
edge, creative level.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF ACADEMIC READING FOR FORMING ESP STUDENTS’
COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE

The article highlights the importance of teaching academic reading in order to form students’ communicative competence. It
is emphasized that teaching reading of special literature in a foreign language in universities is given special attention. Students
in their future profession inevitably will face a large amount of foreign specialized literature, so mastering reading skills, extract
and process professionally relevant information is of a great value for them. The analysis of the text from the standpoint of its
communicative content and the de nition of the hierarchy of intentional programs of such textual genres as textbooks, scienti c
papers, lectures and others are the objective of the research. It is noted that the teaching text is shown through the prism of its
communication content in this article. The list of the basic speech intensions is chosen on the base of intentional programs of
the teaching text material. These intensions are used for making methodical model of the professional communication training
of non-linguistic university students.

Key words: communication content, speech intention, teaching text material, professional communication, reading skills,
reading comprehension, communicative competence, speech model.

Teaching reading of special literature in a foreign language in universities is given special attention. Students in their
future profession inevitably will face a large amount of foreign specialized literature, so mastering reading skills, extract
and process professionally relevant information is of a great value for them. The experience of working with students in
a non-linguistic university shows that specialized text often causes di culties in understanding it, determining the main
content, drawing up a resume. Even knowing the meanings of lexical units and grammatical structures, students are often
unable to de ne a topic, extract basic information from the text. It seems to us that, to a certain extent, the di culties that
arise from the students’ lack of knowledge of the structural features of the type of text presented to them.

Statement of the problem. Modern methodologists suggest that an academic text is multileveled formation
including the following levels:

– motivational level and communicative intention level;
– subject-denotative level;
– content level or the level of content lling, predicate relationships and their logical organization in the process

of comprehension;
– linguistic level;
– speech level;
– background plan for oral text that is voiced.
From the posture of methods the most perspective and topical is to present an academic text through its com-

municative content, since communicative content reveals the author’s intention to interpret the substantive content
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and is the sum of his communicative intentions, or speech intentions, which are realized by a certain ordering of the
statement and organized in a certain way.

The fact that the text is constructed in order to implement communicative (speech) intentions according to a de -
nite communicative plan is the basis for the analysis of this source through the prism of its communicative content.
The unity of communicative intentions is due to the semantic and content integrity of the text. Hence the main task
of semantic-content analysis should be the disclosure of communicative settings of the text, which can be consid-
ered the basic text-forming factors (S. Nikolaieva, N. Brit) [4]. Such settings are connected with speech intentions of
the author to perform communication. This is an internal program of the text that speci es its speech form. However,
while studying and describing the various aspects of the text in the research literature, the author’s own intentions,
which form the basis of textual activity and are the organizing beginning of the text, maintain aloofness.

It is not discussed that the student must address the text of a textbook, scienti c article or other source consisting
of certain functional and communicative blocks for the solution of a communicative problem and is a model for
the formation of an independent communicatively motivated statement. Thus, if a student hits on a solution of a
communicative task in the text, the text must include relevant speech actions and speech intentions in an explicit or
implicit form respectively. Hence the integrity of the text and its communicative-cognitive character, in our opinion,
should be sought not only in its denotation, in its subject, as some researchers believe, but, rst of all, in its com-
municative settings [7]. These settings provide the integrity of the speci c communicative trends of the text, which
require a uni ed body of parts of the text, but do not require the interconnection of their content.

For an e ective construction of methodical model of teaching foreign languages for speci c purposes in non-lin-
guistic universities it is necessary to realize what speech actions and, respectively, speech intentions and intentional
programs should be taught in order to make the model realize communicative needs of the students in educational
and professional communication. It should be mentioned that in methodical literature, dealt with studying the for-
mation of communicative competence, one researchers suggest to parcel out the text into intentions that re ex
lexico-grammatical components of the text (V. Zhukovska), others present the text as functional and communica-
tive blocks (N. Pirotti, R. Velibekova), ctructural and content blocks (Ye. Kotsar), communicative and semantic
groups (N. Formanovska), functional and semantic ranks or classes (T. Tsvetkova, O. Amelchonok). However, it is
important that, rstly, communicative intention (speech intention) is the basis for unites of the analysis. Secondly,
identi cation or di erentiation of basic speech intentions is carried out according to the semantics of the predicative
basis, transmitted by the formal values of the components and the rules of their lexical lling [4].

The analysis of the text from the standpoint of its communicative content and the de nition of the hierarchy of
intentional programs of such textual genres as textbooks, scienti c papers, lectures and others are the objective of
the research.

Researchers note the fact that the direct means of labeling, which helps to call the speech intentions, is a verb.
It is on the functional-semantic signs of the verbs, which determine and characterize the speech actions, and the
classi cation of types of speech actions is drawn up. Another possible form of presentation of the speech intentions
is the nomination.

The nomination tool is the most complex for identifying speech intentions, since it most often asks only the form
of the future statement. And to determine the speech intentions it is necessary to make semantic conclusions, to carry
out a certain logical operation. The implementation of this operation facilitates the formulation of a communicative
task that is exploited through a matter or task, or knowledge and understanding of the context, which allows inter-
preting the statement in this way, and not the other.

Intention plan of the text correlates with di erent functional-semantic elds. These elds explicate speech inten-
tions at di erent language levels and in various combinations of linguistic means within these elds. Intentional
functional-semantic elds, which are associated with the expression of speech intentions, occupy an important place
in the system of functional-semantic elds [4, p. 56]. Thus, it is possible to use linguistic means of di erent levels
to identify the speech intentions of the text and identify them as intentional-identi cation markers.

The analysis of the speech body of texts, which represent the professional sphere of communication, allows us to
create communicatively valuable for the contingent of students the catalogs of speech actions determined by speech
intentions. Options for solving this problem are presented in many modern studies and scienti c and methodological
materials [7, p. 24]. However, on the principle based on pragmatic positions, for creating an e ective model of pro-
fessional communication, it is important and crucial to highlight the core of speech intentions, which is essentially
the dominant organization of learning material for a particular stage of learning.

The given task can be solved due to a certain sustainability of intentional programs of texts of a de nite func-
tional communicative type, which are texts of textbooks, scienti c articles, lectures, etc. According to the opinion
of S. I Kokorina, we consider intentional programs of texts of a certain content or genre as a relatively stable set of
deploying communicative intentions. In other words, we provide speech intentions as a motivational basis when
working with texts that have a fundamentally clear, stereotypical structure that can be reproduced by model. For us,
the option of stereotyping is important, which gives the opportunity to submit a nal list of speech intentions laid
down in educational and scienti c texts. Analyzing academic texts it is important either to describe their intentions
hierarchy or to determine the basic and general types of speech intentions, skills and habits which realization is a
part of students’ communicative competence formation in the educational-professional sphere of communication.
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The material of the study was the following:
– texts from textbooks on professional-oriented disciplines (tourist resources, recreational geography, manage-

ment in tourism, marketing in tourism, tourist trips organization and others) that are used as a basic source in edu-
cation of students of the 1-4th years of studying majoring in Tourism;

– scienti c papers recommended to students as supplementary reading;
– lectures on speci c disciplines on Tourism.
Analysis of textbooks, lectures, materials used in practical classes by pro le departments of the university and

scienti c papers allowed to compile a list that de nes the content of the speech intentions of educational and pro-
fessional communication and their speech model implementation. The results of this research have proved that
during the training-professional communication in the classroom, 65 main types of speech intentions are used. In
the textbooks of the basic subjects, texts of lectures, scienti c papers 44 basic types of speech intentions were used.

A comparative analysis of the typical linguistic intentions of professional speech has helped us to create a com-
mon list of speech intentions for both educational and professional communication of students in practical classes
and for the corpus of scienti c texts. Having conducted statistical and correlation analysis, the method of induction,
determined the most frequent and signi cant speech intentions of professional broadcasting of students within their
educational and professional communication.

However, it must be noted that a formal approach doesn’t give an opportunity to de ne the level of importance,
meaningfulness of this or that speech intention for text organization. In this case it is sensible to use other methods
of analysis, based on factors of text deployment. These are factors that re ect the most general content structures
that are laid to the foundation of the construction of these or other texts and re ect the means of human thinking
about reality. With the help of thinking methods based on the synthesis and analysis of the information material, a
list of the most frequent and meaningful, in our opinion, speech intentions, used in multi-genre texts on the specialty
is created. It should be stated that in the given list the serial number is also an indicator of the importance of the
importance of the speech intentions in a number of data: 1) enquiry, 2) a message, 3) description, 4) argumenta-
tion, 5) conclusion, 6) a picture, 7) explanation, 8) supplement, 9) clari cation, 10) statement, 11) motivation, 12)
comparison, 13) introduction of the concept of de nition, 14) classi cation, 15) a list, 16) proof, 17) agreement/
disagreement, 18) comments, 19) reference, 20) refutation, 21) instruction.

Conclusions. Thus, the aspectual study of professional speech, functioning within the educational process in
non-linguistic universities, as well as the communicative content of educational text material, the sources of this
professional speech, helped to identify the most frequent and meaningful speech intentions. These intentions should
form a basic component of communicative context and become the basis of communicative minimum in acquiring
foreign languages for speci c purposes in non-linguistic universities. The catalog of base intentions makes it possi-
ble to solve problems of training material minimizing and to ground scienti cally the consequence of its processing.
Also this catalog is one of the factors to de ne the lling of communicative content of the model of teaching foreign
languages for speci c purposes.
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